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Abstract

Multiple criteria decision model (MCDM) is used for optimisation of several conflicting criteria dependent systems. A multiple cri-
teria decision model (MCDM) approach taking into account the performance defining attributes (PDAs) such as fi-fade, fi-recovery,
performance-fi, wear and temperature rise in the rotor disc, was adopted to determine the performance ranking of five non-asbestos fibre
reinforced organic friction materials. It is a three-stepped procedure to derive an overall complete final order of the options. The out-ranking
matrix is derived, indicating the frequency of the relative superiority of options with respect to each other based on each criterion. The
out-ranking matrix is triangularised to obtain an implicit ordering or provisional order of options, based on sequential application of a
balancing principle supported by the pair wise comparison of the options with the help of advantages-disadvantages table. The method has
been used to rank a series of friction materials (FMs) based on the combinatorial variation of the fibres, in particular, the organic fibres. The
carbon fibre based composite (C) was found to be functioning optimally for its practical selection and implementation in similar evaluating
conditions. Cellulose fibre based composite (S) was found to be the poorest in this regard.
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1. Introduction

The performance of friction materials is controlled by
the selection of the constituents, their relative volume
fractions, shape, orientation and distribution. The prop-
erty defining attributes (PDAs) are predicted on the basis
of micro-mechanics analysis by explicitly taking into ac-
count of the design variables. By identifying an objective
function, which is the weighted sum of PDAs, the overall
performance in an n-dimensional performance space can
be traced [1]. Composite material selections have been re-
ported to be a combinatorial optimisation problem, which
could be addressed by simulated annealing technique [2].
Performance assessment and evaluation of mechanical and
tribological systems using ranking techniques is a widely
accepted practice among the decision-makers and design op-
timisation engineers. Several methods have been reported in
this regard. Among them the wear-digraph, Hasse diagram,

MADM and various other operation research techniques
have been reported to be efficient [3-7]. MCDM refers to a
model enabling decision making in the presence of multiple
and usually conflicting criteria. MCDM problems are com-
monly categorised as continuous or discrete, depending on
the domain of the alternatives. The conceptual superiority
of MCDM over single criteria methods for the attainment of
an optional objective, rests on the facilitation of collabora-
tive decision making, performance-benefit analysis and the
validity of performance defining attributes which are mostly
conflicting in nature. Further they provide more realistic
empirical results without the weight assignment and by
taking into account the realistic values. A common MCDM
procedure is to incorporate criteria weights into a simple
additive weighted function [5]. This type of utility function
is popular because of its simplicity and its relevance to real
world problems [8,9].

The objective of comparison of advantages and dis-
advantages of friction materials, which needs the actual
distribution of stress, strain, temperature and sensitivity to
other operating variables within the brake pad, is a complex
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task. Hence performance assessment and optimisation there
of from a set of available options is a conflicting decision
making task. In this scenario the present paper focuses on
the use of multiple criteria optimisation by ranking and bal-
ancing method for the selection and design of an optimal
composite, for friction applications. The method adopted
in the present paper overcomes some of the deficiencies
of other MCDM methods, such as subjective evaluation of
criteria, scoring of options, statistical estimation of weights
and specification of utility function for criteria [5,10].

2. The MCDM approach

2.1. Data table and out-ranking matrix

A detailed description of the five friction material systems
(FMs) and the five criteria (Ci; i = 1, 2 . . . , 5) are given in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Table 3 elaborates the criteria
values for the five friction material systems (FMs) evaluated
and discussed in Part I of this paper [11].

The transitive overall final order of a finite set of options
is derived on the basis of a stepwise ordering procedure fol-
lowing the balancing and ranking as the variants of MCDM.
The model heeds to the assumptions of pair wise compari-
son of options among all the selected friction materials and
the principle of balancing [10]. The method overcomes the
conventional MCDM approaches based on the empirical rel-

Table 1
Description of the five friction materials

Friction material system Specification based on
net composition (wt.%)

FM1 (NL)
FM2 (AL)
FM3 (PL)
FM4 (SL)
FM5 (CL)

28% BaSO4 + 0% organic fibre
25% BaSO4 + 3% aramid fibre
25% BaSO4 + 3% PAN fibre
25% BaSO4 + 3% cellulose fibre
25% BaSO4 + 3% carbon fibre

ative weight assignments. The MCDM problem is solved
on the basis of a three-stepped method called the balanc-
ing and ranking method. The ranking of the friction mate-
rials based on the scores of performance defining attributes
(PDAs) such as fade, recovery, friction coefficient, tempera-
ture rise and wear are taken for the definition of the superior-
ity sequence of the options, on the basis of the data table as
given in Table 3. Based on Table 3 and taking into account
the pair wise comparison an advantages-disadvantages ta-
ble is constructed (Table 4). The data table is used to derive
an out-ranking matrix (Table 5). The latter indicates the fre-
quency with which an option is superior to other options
based on each criterion. Secondly the triangularisation of
the out-ranking matrix is carried out to obtain an implicit
pre-ordering of options, which is essentially a provisional
ordering [12,13]. Thirdly the provisional ordering is further
evaluated using screening and balancing operations based
on an advantages-disadvantages table (Table 4), where the

Table 2
Description of the criteria for evaluating friction materials (FM)

Criterion Description of criterion

Performance friction fade (PFF)

Performance recovery (PR)

Performance friction (PF)

Disc temperature rise (DTR)

Wear volume (WV)

It is calculated on the basis of the difference between the performance friction coefficient and the friction
coefficient at the maximum disc temperature rise for every fade cycle runs which is normalised against the
number of fade cycle runs (5 in this case). The higher the fade the poorer the performance. Therefore the
options are ranked from the lowest to the highest values
It is the revival of the braking efficiency in terms of attaining the same performance after the friction
material is cooled down (by air blowing in this case) to a lower temperature. Therefore the options are
ranked from the highest to the lowest
It is the average friction coefficient of all the 35 braking operations irrespective of the nature of the run, viz.
cold cycle, fade cycle and recovery cycle. The options are ranked from the highest to the lowest
It is the frictional temperature rise of the rotor disc due to the friction braking irrespective of all the runs.
The lower the temperatures rise the better the performance as the thermal distortions and frictional
undulations will be minimum. Hence the options are ranked from the lowest to the highest
It is the progressive removal of the material from the surface due to thermo-mechanical stresses caused by
the frictional interactions. The lower the wear the higher the operational life expectancy. Hence the options
are ranked from the lowest to the highest

Table 3
Details of the performances of selected friction materials (FMs)

Criteria Options

Feature Measure FM1

0.316
13.92

106.32
347

3.31

FM2

0.329
13.37

106.99
373

1.347

FM3

0.295
18.2

109.83
331

1.953

FM4

0.438
18.26

111.87
455

5.218

FM5

0.297
2.357

108.00
302

1.841

C1
C2

C3

C4

C5

Performance-[x
[x-Fade
[x-Recovery
Temperature rise
Wear volume
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Table 4
Advantages-disadvantages table for 10 pairs of options and five criteria

FM1/FM2 FM1/FM3 FM1/FM4 FM1/FM5 FM1/FM3 FM1/FM4 FM1/FM5 FM1/FM4 FM1/FM5 FM1/FM5

C1
C2

C3
C4
C5

EA;
E A

1/2D1

1/2D2

1/2D3

1/2 A4

1/2D5

1

4

/3A11

/3D21

/3D31

/3D41

/3D51

1

4

/4D11

/4A21

/4D31

/4A41

/4A51

3

2

1/5 A12

1/5 D 2

1/5 D3

1/5 D 4

1/5 D5

1

4

2/3A1

2/3D2

2/3D3

2/3D4

2/3A5

2

3

2/4D1

2/4A2

2/4D3

2/4A4

2/4A5

3

2

2/5A1

2/5D2

2/5D3

2/5D4

2/5A5

2

3

3/4D1

3/4A2

3/4D3

3/4A4

3/4A5

3

2

3/5D1

3/5 D 2

3/5 A3

3/5 D 4

3/5 D5

1

4

4/5 A1

4/5 D 2

4/5 A3

4/5 D4

4/5 D5

2

3

Table 5

Outranking matrix (R)

FM1 FM2 FM3 FM4 FM5

FM1
FM2
FM3

FM4
FM5

-
4
4

2
4

1
-

3

2
3

1
2
-

2
4

3
3
3
-

3

1
2
1

2

-

advantages and disadvantages are represented asAi and D
(i = 1, 2 , . . . , 5), respectively. This helps in establishing
strict superiority relations forthe ordering of pairs of options.

2.2. Triangularisation of the out-ranking matrix

Triangularisation of the out-ranking matrices is conducted
to obtain a new order of options. This resulting triangular
out-ranking matrix is denoted as RT shown in Table 6. The
triangular matrix systematically reorders thej options such
that, out of a set of P = j! orders (in this case P = 5! =
120), the sum of the values above the main diagonal is a
maximum in the matrix of the final order. The triangulari-
sation method is generally applicable to quadratic matrices,
such as input-output matrix or a voting matrix [13].

In a completely triangular matrix, there are only zeros be-
low the main diagonal, a situation, which is referred to as the
total order structure. The occurrence of a total order struc-
ture implicates the transitive overall final order of options.
Normally the order of options implied by the out-ranking
matrix is not the final overall order of options. Therefore
"Triangularisation" can be understood as a method for both,
to test and to display the degree of achievement of (strong)
transitive overall order of options.

Table 6
Triangular outranking matrix (RT)

FM5
FM3

FM2
FM1

FM4

FM5

-

1

2
1

2

FM3

4
-

2
1

2

FM2

3
3
-

1

2

FM1

4
4

4
-

2

FM4

3
3

3
3

-

The degree of linearity of a triangularised matrix is mea-
sured by λ, where

k = 0.5 < λ < 1

The degree of linearity of the matrix given in the table is
0.68. λ indicates how much an order of options deviates from
the ideal case of λ = 1, which implies a strong linear order,
say, A-C, for which the transitivity condition applies [8].

The performance orders of the friction materials with re-
spect to each criterion on the basis of Table 3 are given below

C1 : FM4 > FM2 > FM1 > FM5 > FM3

C2 : FM5 > FM3 > FM2 > FM1 > FM4

C3 : FM4 > FM3 > FM5 > FM2 > FM1

C4 : FM5 > FM3 > FM1 > FM2 > FM4

C5 : FM2 > FM5 > FM3 > FM1 > FM4

2.3. Advantages-disadvantages table

The advantages-disadvantages table is developed, which
combines the criteria with the pair wise comparison of op-
tions. The head row contains all possible pairs of options.
If there are 'm' options, the maximum number of pairs is
z = m(m - 1)/2. In this case, z = 10. The pair wise com-
parisons are made in terms of quantities, i.e., on a cardinal
scale. For example: FM1 has comparative disadvantage rel-
ative to FM2 since FM2 was superior to FM1 with respect
to the first criteria (C1). Hence it is denominated as 1/2D1.
In contrast, with respect to the fourth criterion (C4), the
FM1 has a comparative advantage as compared to FM2, as
FM1 was superior to FM2. This is denominated as 1/2A4.
This table containing the votes of out-ranking matrix shows
how the quasi-votes are split by criteria or equivalently, the
criterion dependent advantages and disadvantages.

2.4. Balancing of the problems

The balancing problem involves the comparison of two
options with respect to a set of advantages and disadvan-
tages, which are separate binary decision problems. For
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example, in the first column of Table 5 of FM1/FM2 repre-
sents separate binary decision problem consisting of one ad-
vantage and four disadvantages. This implies that FM1 is at
a disadvantage as compared to FM2. The binary problem is
then solved with respect to the advantages and disadvantages
of options and they are further reordered. The triangular
out-ranking matrix given in Table 6 indicates the following
provisional ordering of options: FM5 > FM3 > FM2 >
FM1 > FM4. It is the starting matrix used in the stepwise
procedure. This matrix is at the helm of the procedure and
the goal of the same is to convert as many pairs of the entries
above the diagonal to 5:0 pairs as warranted by the judge-
ments of the decision-maker. A final solution in terms of the
overall ordering of the options is reached when this conver-
sion is completed. The provisional ordering of the triangular
out-ranking matrix is attempted sequentially so as to attain
a maximised value of the difference of J2 rjk below the
diagonals from that of the above the diagonal elements [13].

The logical implication of the transitivity condition is used
while going for the stepwise procedure. For example, if the
(m - 1) pair wise comparisons above and along side the di-
agonal is given in Table 6 and the remaining pair wise com-
parisons in the upper triangle are implied by transitivity. To
elicit a maximum number of transitivity implications trian-
gularisation is the prime objective, when the (m - 1) pairs
of options above and along side the diagonal are given.

For example, if the pair wise comparisons above and
along side the diagonal, FM5/FM3, FM3/FM2, FM2/FM1
and FM1/FM4, are given, the remaining six pair wise
comparisons FM5/FM2, FM5/FM1, FM5/FM4, FM3/FM1,
FM3/FM4 and FM2/FM4 are implied. Such implicative
comparisons are determined as follows:

FM5 > FM3 and FM3 > FM2 -> FM5 > FM2

FM5 > FM2 and FM2 > FM1 -> FM5 > FM1

FM5 > FM1 and FM1 > FM4 -> FM5 > FM4

FM3 > FM2 and FM2 > FM1 -> FM3 > FM1

FM3 > FM1 and FM1 > FM4 -> FM3 > FM4

FM2 > FM1 and FM1 > FM4 -> FM2 > FM4

These implicative comparisons simplify the balancing
problems. In the best case, shown above, where all pair wise
comparisons above and along side the diagonal (FM5/FM3,
FM3/FM2, FM2/FM1 and FM1/FM4) are confirmed which
leaves out four balancing problems that are solved as illus-
trated in Table 7.

To reach the final order of options through the final tri-
angular out-ranking matrix a multi-stepped approach has
been adopted. For example suppose that the first decision,
FM3 is superior to FM5, instead of FM5 being superior to
FM3. Then the entries 3 versus 5 have to be inversed. This
change requires a new "Triangularisation", which results in
another provisional order of options and another first provi-
sional triangular out-ranking matrix. Consequently, the pair

Table 7
Illustration of stepwise procedure to the final triangular outranking matrix
and the final order of options (final ranking of the materials)

Triangular
FM5
FM3
FM2
FM1
FM4

FM5 FM3 FM2

' outranking matrix
-
1
2
1
2

First provisional
FM5
FM3
FM2
FM1
FM4

-
0
2
1
2

4
-
2
1
2

triangular
5
-
2
1
2

3
3
-
1
2

FM1

4
4
4

2

outranking matrix
3
3

1
2

Second provisional triangular outranking
FM5
FM3
FM2
FM1
FM4

0
0
1
2

Third triangular
FM5
FM3
FM2
FM1
FM4

-
0
0
0
2

5

0
1
2

outranking
5

0
0
2

Final triangular outranking
FM5
FM3
FM2
FM1
FM4

-
0
0
0
0

5
-
0
0
0

5
5

1
2

matrix
5
5
-
0
2

matrix
5
5
-
0
0

4
4
4
-
2

matrix
4
4
4

2

5
5
5
-
2

5
5
5
-
0

FM4

3
3
3
3
-

3
3
3
3
-

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
-

5
5
5
5
-

wise comparisons above and alongside the diagonal become
different and then subsequently another second balancing
problem will be chosen, and so on, till all the entries above
the diagonal are maximised (in the present case it is 5, since
the number of criteria are 5), as elaborated in Table 7.

2.5. The significance of judgements

The balancing approach differs from the traditional
MCDM method of assignment of prior weights to the crite-
ria. Further it also allows integration of both the balancing
of the relative advantages and disadvantages of pairs of op-
tions while simultaneously taking into account the different
importance of the criteria. The advantages-disadvantages
table operates at the factual level because other than the fac-
tual relations between the alternatives comprising each pair
no other qualitative relations are taken into account. The
final order of options for decision making is determined by
solving the 10 balancing problems stated in Table 4.

2.6. Final ordering of options

The sequential elimination from the complete enumer-
ation of possible orders, which are inconsistent with the
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superiority relations, leads to the final ordering of the op-
tions. The number of possible orders in our example is
p = n! = 5! = 120. Of these 120 orders, 60 orders
having FM2 before FM5 are eliminated as FM5 shows a
strict superiority over FM2. If the pair wise comparisons
above and along side the diagonal, FM5/FM3, FM3/FM2,
FM2/FM1 and FM1/FM4 are as assumed, then a stepwise
reduction of the remaining 60 orders becomes possible.
Specifically another 20 orders are eliminated from the deci-
sion FM5/FM3, another 20 orders are eliminated from the
decision FM3/FM2, another 15 orders are eliminated from
the decision FM2/FM1 and another 4 orders are eliminated
from the decision FM1/FM4 leaving only one order of op-
tion, which is the optimised option elicited from the decision
model in terms of the selected set of performance criteria.
The ensuing final overall order of options (of the five se-
lected friction materials) in terms of performance is FM5 >
FM3 > FM2 > FM1 > FM4. Thus the carbon fibre based
friction material is adjudged to be the optimised option with
maximisation of the overall performance that is immedi-
ately followed by PAN based one. The aramid fibre based
composite performed moderately. The cellulose fibre based
friction material is adjudged to be the least performing.

3. Conclusion

The application of a new balancing and ranking method
based on the MCDM technique has proved to be useful in
performance ranking of the friction materials, especially to
avoid the confusion of selection of a particular friction ma-
terial out of the available lots. Since the performance of the
friction material is based on diversified magnitudes of vari-
ous performance indicators, hence to approach an optimum
level of safety and reliability through proper selection and
meeting the desired operational variations, by the use of the
MCDM method was proved to be successful. The method
entails three steps involving the definition of out-ranking ma-
trix based on the criteria values for all the options, while tak-
ing into account the frequency of superiority of one option,
with respect to each option. Based on the information from
the advantages-disadvantages table the provisional ordering
of options through the triangularisation of the out-ranking
matrix and the final balancing operations of the provisional
ordering of the options has been performed. The balancing
of the ordering is supplemented by the construction of aux-
iliary tables until attainment of the partial or complete strict
ordering of the options. Thus, this method is effectual in es-
tablishing an analytic preview of the options available for
a particular application in terms of its efficiency before the
decision-maker. The current illustrations have indicated that

the presence or absence or the variation of the nature of the
organic fibre in a friction material formulation alters the per-
formance order. Hence the balancing and ranking method
based on the MCDM approach was proved to be a power-
ful technique for a rapid and comparative assessment of the
friction materials.
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